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Introduction
Edinburgh Grid compute resources run on a shared
cluster facility managed by University Research
Services
Pay for exclusive access to ringfenced worker
nodes
Nominal fair-share top-up above our paid-for pledge
Ability to run on opportunistically on free slots
We maintain our own dedicated storage (~1PB) and
middleware services
Eddie 3 Cluster
Been in operation for over a year
4000+ CPU cores
Institute of Genetics and Molecular Medicine provide an additional 1800 cores
High memory and GPU-based servers form part of the cluster

The practices and agreements for using Grid computing on the shared facility have
been longstanding (approaching 10 years!) and has constantly evolved across three
cluster iterations - and will change again this year

Eddie 2 to Eddie 3
We ran concurrently on Eddie 2 and 3 until June 2016
The plan was to have a seamless transition to the new cluster as our workload
was validated for SL7
..before Eddie 2 collapsed unexpectedly

SL7 or Die!
The forced change left us with plenty of compatibility issues to deal with
Worker nodes and VO software not validated
We one of the earliest sites to make the move
Lots of work with LHC experiments on testing and compatibility
LHCb was pretty much ok from the outset
ATLAS was problematic and delays incurred due to validation steps
In the clear now apart from ATLAS analysis workload
Motivated us to use Openstack to provide alternative SL6 resources (see later talk)
Lack of suitable workload impacted on our CPU delivery last year

Notable Operational Issues
Active File Management (AFM) Caching
AFM was introduced as part of the new Eddie 3 cluster
filesystem to accelerate file access on worker nodes for data
intensive workloads
In practice..pain
After many repeating issues RS finally gave up last month
We don't use the cluster filesystem but our site availability has
suffered due to collateral damage from extended outages
Power Constraints
ACF had concerns about our power draw in their machine room
Halt on any expansion of our server estate
Powered down non-essential services, consolidation of services into virtual platform
Actually a non-issue now but it instilled good practice!
ATLAS (mis)Configuration
ATLAS sitemover configuration change killed our analysis queues
Tracked down to a "simple" AGIS misconfiguration
Not able to run ATLAS analysis jobs between November - January (3 months)

DPM Deployment
Production DPM
Upgrade from SL5 based to latest DPM version on SL6
Moved from physical machine to VM (including the Mysql DB)
Change DB configuration to have 1 file per table for space and performance
considerations
Did not used puppet, full manually install
No problems during install and so far none for production
Test DPM
Latest (SL6) development version (no fresh install, just upgrade from previous versions)
Now shut down to make the space available for production DPM
Currently used for xrootd test install (see later talk)
Plan to move a new test DPM on one of our older machines and have the head node
and disk node on different machines
Head node is most likely to go on a CentOS based VM

Other Middleware Services
Computing Elements
Forced decommissioning of our Cream CEs with the Eddie 2 apocalypse
Used opportunity to switch to ARC CE
Large amount of bespoke changes overlaid onto standard deployment
Some of which common to other sites
Relayed required changes and concerns to developers in the ARC
development bootcamp in November
Production instance has been very stable since
Plan to deploy more CEs for redundancy
ARGUS, BDII etc.
VM test deployments done
Looking into best configuration management practices (e.g Ainsible) to make future service
deployment and updates less of a hassle (see later talk)

Purchasing Strategy
Storage
Chosen to renew and upgrade our storage capacity
Several boxes of disks have already arrived on site
Short term hedge to protect against our oldest generation of
storage servers going out of service
Re-evaluation of storage later in the year
Compute
GridPP cash is converted into compute immediately
The CPU burn rate is of our own choosing
Very different model to any other GridPP site in the UK
Apply GridPP5 Tranche 1 funding in 2-3 months time
Power and Network
Mostly priced into the CPU service cost
In discussions with Research Services about our networking requirements
Middleware Services
Hypervisors purchased last year should cover our needs
Enough older servers for fallback

(Boxes not to scale)

Network Considerations
Connectivity and Data Transfer
New 10G switch to connect our Middleware servers to
the Eddie cluster and ACF router
Additional VPNs for direct connectivity to our servers
and RACs
4G self-cap introduced in 2014 to be lifted
10G direct to Janet, room for expansion if we use the
bandwidth
Perfsonar
Servers are out of warranty at the end of month
Explored "Perfsonar in a box" but only works for 1G connection
IPv6
Perfsonar nodes are dual stack
Have access to pool of IPv6 addresses we can ask for on request
All new middleware to be made dual stack where validated
Cannot do anything about Eddie worker nodes
With storage tread very carefully

Communication
Edinburgh Grid Team
Weekly Ops meetings
Because one Ops meeting a week is not enough
Continuing to use Gitlab as a project management and issue tracking platform
Periodic review to define practices to suit our needs
Ed Slack channel is now more useful with three of us
Only 1-2 days a week (if that) when we are all in the same room

Research Services
RS team moved to Argyle house in December
New Head of Research Services
Farewell Orlando, Greetings David Fergusson
Started bi-weekly meeting slot to keep in touch with
ongoing operations and cloud R&D
Set up functional account used to submit 1st level
support tickets to RS

Future Work and Research Interests

Openstack migration ➡ Openstack talk
Adaptive workload on opportunistic resources ➡ Openstack talk
Standalone Xrootd ➡ Marcus' talk
Configuration Management ➡ Rob's Talk
Security Analytics ➡ David's talk
Heterogeneous computing (GPUs) ➡ R&D Discussion
Site Performance Monitoring and Analytics ➡ R&D discussion
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